This paper is about an application of a method based on the ECIES (Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme) to improve the security against malicious attacks of the UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) communications system. This system is focused on improving the security conditions in extreme situations and preventing the aircraft for man-made incidents and cyber attacks. The paper briefly describes the different attacks that can affect to the operation of UAVs and the security methods that, nowadays, are used to guarantee the security during the operations. Moreover, it presents a solution to a strong vulnerability detected in the classical scheme used in UAV. This scheme uses ROS (Robot Operating System) as the core of the communication system to interconnect different devices and nodes in this paper, it is demonstrated that if an Intruder is able to enter in the local network of the UAV system, he/she is also able to impersonate the GCS (Ground Control Station) of the UAV and take control of it leading to an undesirable maneuver or even a dangerous crash against a building or a person. The security system proposed to avoid this consists of a simplified method based on ECIES sending packets, between UAV and GCS, which uses ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature) and are ciphered in RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman). Thus, it is possible to guarantee that the high level computer of the UAV is able to identify the identity of their GCS and prevent of being commanded by an unauthorized Intruder. Both, the vulnerability and the solution proposed have been experimentally tested and validated through software-in-the-loop simulations and in a outdoor scenario using a small UAV.
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
The application range of UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) is significantly growing year after year [1] . However, most previous studies have been only focused from the operation point of view or showing experimental applications of this new technology, such as aerial manipulation [2] or inspection of infrastructure [3] . Nevertheless, there are more aspects that must be considered in real applications to guarantee that this technology can be applied in security conditions and commercially exploited. It means that it is not only important to reach the application goal, but also it should be secure and reliable in terms of communication.
Moreover, most UAV developments lack a dedicated security system in their communication system leading to situations in which an attacker can be a dangerous and unwanted Intruder. These attacks are ranging from a MiTM (Man in The Middle) or DoS (Denial-of-Service) to a GPS spoofing or UAV hijacking. Their consequences in an unmanned system are critical and extremely dangerous.
In general, data security and security in the communications are key tasks in most UAV applications. For instance, this work is one of the task in the RESIST H2020 European project [4] , in which the UAVs must autonomously fly while they accomplish inspection tasks in bridges or tunnels in extreme and post-disaster situations caused by both, natural and man-made hazards. The second case includes man-made incidents and cyber attacks.
Most well known autopilots, as PX4 [5] or Arducopter [6] , use the MAVLink (Micro Aerial Vehicle Link) [7] protocol to exchange information with the GCS (Ground Control Station), while other autopilots, such as the DJI A3 [8] , have not direct support for MAVLink communication and they simply offer a SDK (Software Developer Kit) with ROS (Robot Operating System) [9] support. In the case of MAVLink communication, it is usually established with a HLC (High Level Computer) which can be onboard or offboard, through the ROS environment using MAVROS. This acts as a rospackage which translates the MAVLink messages into ROS topics. Thus, the use of ROS is commonly used to ease the communication between the autopilot and any other device connected to it or that could be in the same network. ROS acts like a middleware to exchange messages between the GCS and the UAVs. It consists mainly in a publish/subscribe pattern messaging. Moreover, from the application point of view, it is convenient to use an abstraction layer to manage UAV through ROS. In this way, it is possible to upgrade the interaction level creating a graphic user interface which could be fastly and intuitively operated by a human. Some examples of these interfaces are QGroundControl [10] and Mission Planner [11] . Nevertheless, these are mainly focused on the cases use of an standard UAV customer. Other approaches tries to solve this problem from a generic point of view creating an UAL (UAV Abstraction Layer) [12] which receives and apply commands through ROS services.
To sum up, ROS is highly considered for robotic systems by default, especially in research experiments. However, it is an insecure environment to be deployed in the commercial use of a product. In general, in a ROS environment, it is enough to know the IP address of the ROS-master to read the information from the nodes which are running in the remote computer or even to execute processes. There are known options that can be implemented to get secure communications in ROS, such as SROS [13] , which includes TLS (Transport Layer Security) support for communications. Currently it is in a stopped development state and developers advice that it must not be considered in production-grade. Therefore, it can not be considered an official security standard of ROS per se. Moreover, the proposal of configure and install SROS as secure environment for ROS is not essential to guarantee that the commands to execute in the UAV comes only from the authorized GCS. Protecting by a simpler way just the GCS-UAV communication solves the lack of security for this case of use.
The main contribution of this paper is to implement a security method in the communication UAV-GCS without losing the versatility and ease of use of the ROS environment. The solution proposed is a simplified method based on ECIES (Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme) [14] . It consists of sending signed packets using ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature) [15] and ciphered using RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) [16] in the messages exchanged between UAV and GCS. This sign is created using a private key and it can be verified with its known correspondent public key. The cipher is realized using the RSA public key. During the experimental results, the lack of security of the classical approaches is shown through the experiments performed, where an intruder attacks during a mission. Then, the same situation is executed, applying the security system proposed, foiling the plans of the attacker. Experiments are presented in the paper both simulation and real flight.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II exposes the main ways of a possible UAV external attack. Section III shows the situation proposed to be solved, with experimental demonstrations both in simulation and in a real flight. The core of the solution proposed is explained in Section IV. Then, the simulation and experimental results are showed in Section V followed by the conclusions in the last section.
SECTION II. SECURITY REVIEW IN UAV
This section aims to summarize different acts with malicious purpose that can affect UAVs. They are usually classified depending on if they affect to sensors or communications. For the case of sensors, it will be only considered the GPS, since this is the only onboard sensor which lets an external data input without modifying the environment, or being near the platform. That is, a potential door to be broken. In Figure 1 it is shown a common communication scheme configuration for real flights with some of the attack methods used in each one of these communications. They also will be commented along this section.
On the one hand, since the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System), as GPS (Global Positioning System) sensor, is the main source to close the position control loop Figure 1 . Scheme from possible attack ways and its more common techniques of the UAV, it is one of the most commonly chosen to be attacked. GPS-based attacks can use spoofing signals [17] to fake an autonomous trajectory and guide the UAV to an undesirable area and, even land or crash it if the attacker wants. However, this is not only for UAVs, but it can also affect any system that uses a civilian GPS receiver, as unmanned surface marine systems or autonomous ground vehicles. Another vulnerability of this sensor is the GPS jamming, which can be used just to force GPS signal loss or as a previous attack to hijack the UAV through the spoofing method.
On the other hand, there are three main ways to establish a communication link with the UAV which also allows commanding the aerial vehicle to perform certain maneuvers. Thus, depending on the target, the attack method and its prevention measurements change:
• Radio Frequency Transmitter Mainly used by the pilot to control the UAV. In autonomous flights, the security pilot is essential to manually recover the control of the UAV in cases where the platform does not behave as it is expected or in emergency situations. If the pilot loses the RC link with the UAV due to an attack, the UAV platform can be completely controlled by the attacker, so the security in this role is critic. This can be initially done with a SDR (Software Defined Radio) jamming method [18] . Although commercial RF transmitter implements modulation methods to avoid possible attacks, the security methods in this communication is in continuous improvement [19] .
• RF Telemetry communication The use of a pair of RF telemetry module is a common method to control the UAV by the GCS usually through the MAVLink protocol and using a specific software as QGroundControl [10] or Mission Planer [11] . Those programs can read and send MAVLink commands to the UAV autopilot directly through a telemetry module serial connec-tion in the GCS. Some of these hardware modules have known potential vulnerabilities that can be exploited [20] such as the possibility of having an intruder in the communications. If it can hear the communication, depending of the security of the pair link the attacker, it could take the control of the aircraft and send commands hijacking the UAV. Thus, the use of modules specially prepared with security protocols in the physical layer of the transmission is highly recommended. In case of the attacker overpass the security layer of the telemetry module, the next wall to break is the security of the communication protocol. MAVLink, as it was commented in Section I, is a serial communication protocol used to send/receive messages between UAV and GCS in well known autopilots software as PX4 [5] or Ardupilot [6] among others. Prioritizing the lightweight in the communications, packets are sent in plain text without any security system, what implies to depend completely on the security implemented in the telemetry module. MAVLink v2 implements a symmetric key sign method to improve this lack of security, but it also adds specific ways where it can accept unsigned packets opening some ways to be exploited. Moreover, nowadays the v2 is not fully implemented in the autopilots previously mentioned because, although PX4 can use MAVLink v2, the signing functionality has not been implemented yet, so all packets are sent without sign. An alternative to avoid this problem would be, if there is a HLC onboard, disconnecting the RF telemetry module, so that the only way to establish a communication with the autopilot is through an onboard computer. To take this way is important to secure conveniently the HLC.
•

Network communications
The last way to establish the communication with the platform is through the HLC computer, which is usually a single-board computer (i.e. Raspberry-Pi [21] or Intel NUC [22] ) onboard and connected to the autopilot. From the autopilot side, this computer acts like a bridge which links the GCS and the autopilot through a wireless network. This computer receives external orders from the GCS over the network, processes the data and sends them to the autopilot. In case of the autopilots that uses MAVLink protocol, this is usually by autopilot and the onboard computer to maintain a transparent communication for the rest of the network. Since the autopilot is not directly connected to the network, the main target for an attacker is this device, particularly the communication software that will be running to exchange information with the GCS. Thus, the possible attacks and the measures to avoid them are mainly the same that can be applied to any other remote computer in a wireless network (i.e. blocking not used ports, establishing SSH keys and disabling password-based SSH connections, etc). This com-munication is as secure as the security measures taken in the onboard computer. However, this kind of architectures usually considers the use of ROS as communication software between UAV and GCS and, as it was aforementioned in Section I, in this situation appears an important lack of security and vulnerability. ROS uses TCPROS protocol, based on the standard TCP/IP sockets, to send the messages, but they are not ciphered and guaranteed an access control to let who can or not use the services available in the ROS node running in the HLC of the UAV. These services are initially deployed by MAVROS [23] , a ROS package which acts like ROS node interface between the autopilot and the ROS environment. It reads and sends MAVLink packets from the autopilot and offers this information to be easily consulted trough topics and services in the ROS environment. The ease of communication of ROS is not only between nodes running in the same machine. Assuming the case where there is a computer running ROS, with just changing an environment variable, a remote machine can read topics and use the services of the first without the user of the first knows it with the naked eye. The services offered by MAVROS let to manage the UAV and to realize unmanned mission or just for manual operations, as command changes in the flight mode or a landing maneuver among others. Thus, it is crucial to protect the inappropriate access to this services. There are several possible solutions to this problem depending on the security level needed of the final application. It could be to reject all external requests, or even implement a security method to be executed by all nodes. For the case presented in Section III, it will be enough with adding the security step in the GCS node and UAV node as it is explained in Section IV. Thus, the rest of the network can be connected freely to UAV node and to be informed about the current situation but with the guarantee that they can not interact with the UAV.
SECTION III. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
In the RESIST project [4] , UAVs fly autonomously inspecting bridges and tunnels in extreme events, where the security in communications is a key point to guarantee the overall security in a post-disaster situation. Figure 2 shows a simplified scenario of the mentioned application. The external network that appears called REDComm Network (Rapid Emergency Deployment mobile Communication infrastructure) [24] is a communications infrastructure prepared to be used in crisis situations. Through this network, the flight plan mission is received in the GCS. This acts like a secure bridge between that external network and the UAV to establish a last-step confirmation of the mission before being sent to the platform.
ROS is the choice selected as middleware because it is a publisher/subscriber environment which facilitates the communications and the deployment of nodes. However, Figure 2 . Simplified RESIST performance scenario ROS does not implement security measures. The hardware/software architecture used is similar to the one presented in [25] , as it is shown in Figure 3 . Moreover, the use of the UAV Abstraction Layer (UAL) [12] provides a more ease and friendly user-interface to manage the UAV than MAVROS. For the simulation case, a scheme like the one shown in Figure 4 has been set where two computers with Ubuntu Operative System have been used connected in the same local network. The computer one (IP 192.168.1.138) is in charge of running the PX4 autopilot in a SITL (Software In the Loop) simulation with Gazebo simulator [26] jointly with ROS and UAL. This computer will be the same who manages the UAV, so it will also act like the GCS of the system. A second computer in the same network (IP 192.168.1.141) will act as the "Intruder" which it is assumed that has violated the security of the REDComm network and has accessed to the local network where the HLC of the UAV is connected.
To make it as real as possible, it is assumed that the Intruder does not know any information about the UAV node. Then, the Intruder gets access to the network and expects an excess of truthfulness by the UAV manager. As it was aforementioned and thanks to the ROS vulnerabilities, the intruder can execute a basic port scanning order, for example, with the nmap tool, to look for the master port communication (by default it is 11311) because an IP with that port opened could be the ROS master node. It uses avahi daemon with avahi-resolve-address to get the name of the remote machine and add it to the hosts file of the system. ROS uses this file, through the Operative System, to know correspondences between the IP and its Domain Name to know, when consults ROS MASTER URI variable, where the master is located. That local system variable is set as http://RemoteMachine:11311, where RemoteMachine is the hostname of the remote machine found. A way to check if that machine is a ROS master node is trying to list the topics. Hereinafter, the intruder can consult any topic and use the services available.
The steps to discover the ROS master can be automatically executed just with a bash script 1 , as in Figure 5 . The same procedure could be applied in the real flight. Figure 5 . Output of the bash script to discover ROS master automatically Now, if the GCS commands the takeoff of the UAV and start a mission, the state of the UAV, along with more extra information, is published in topics. Then, the intruder can monitor the position of the UAV ( Figure 6 ) and decide to apply a non controlled maneuver, such as landing ( Figure  7) in a dangerous area. In Figure 7 , it is shown a screen capture from Wireshark while it was sniffing the network. The top side of the figure indicates the IP source and the IP destination of the packet. The bottom side shows the data contained in the packet transmitted and highlight the command "/ual/land". A call to the ROS service to land the UAV has arrived to the master and it is been applied.
As it is shown in Figure 8 ROS does not inform that someone strange is monitoring neither that an Intruder is 1. https://gist.github.com/manfer33/5ba2c3d467170f9b71c6b5d76e78fd3e The solution proposed in this paper (Figure 9 ) is applied in the ROS nodes of GCS and UAV without changing the regular way of using ROS. GCS consists of a ROS python node that encrypts, signs and sends the message to the UAL node receiver running in the HLC. For that solution, the UAV receiver is an enhanced version of a UAL service which decrypts, verifies the signs of the message and, if the checks are correct, applies the command received. This method allows us creating a secure channel to send commands to control the UAV just with a regular ROS installation with an UAL. Having UAL in GCS is advisable for access to the messages to send automatically. It lets an easy way to any other entity in the network to receive information about the state of the platform and the mission. Also, if any entity wants to know how is going the mission, it only needs to have installed ROS and set ROS MASTER URI variable with the UAV IP. Considering that the main use will be in emergency situations, the fast to access to that information is key to inform about the situation. However, it is necessary to guarantee that despite everyone can heard, just one, the GCS, can command the UAV. The solution proposed is based on both RSA and ECDSA algorithms working together. They are asymmetric key algorithms commonly known in cryptography and security. These algorithms use a pair of keys, public and private, that are generated using mathematical one-way functions.
Public key can be shared freely but the private key must be keep private to maintain the security of the communication. RSA is used to encrypt the information to send. Its structure has been defined by the authors as it is shown in Figure  10 . Public-key algorithm has been used for encryption, in contrast of symmetric, due to a versatility of use. By this way, this solution add the possibility of use more than one UAV in an easier way. The GCS does not need to have a symmetric key for each platform, it only needs to consult the correspondent public key. On the other hand, if the GCS has a problem a GCS backup does not need to depend of a symmetric key preloaded. In any case, the GCS only needs to keep properly the ECDSA private key. Figure 10 . Structure of the packet sent from the GCS In order to ensure that only one entity will be able to manage the UAV, the GCS and UAV will share between them (offline of the network) their correspondent public keys before starting the mission. In case of a failure in the GCS, or if it would be inoperative during the mission, it has been implemented a service in UAL which returns the RSA public key of UAV. Thus, it is recommendable to add more than one ECDSA public key during the preflight tasks to allow managing the UAV from a backup GCS.
A. ECDSA signing
ECDSA is a variant of Digital Signature Algorithm which uses elliptic-curve cryptography. It is used to verify the truthfulness of the information transmitted. ECDSA is chosen because it is more secure and faster than RSA [27] . It can get the same level of security as RSA with smaller keys, but it can not be used for cipher, so it is also necessary the use of RSA for that purpose.
The ECDSA key pair files are generated in the GCS through of openssl [28] software. To generate them the algorithm calculates math operations over the curve whose results depend on the curve selected. For this case, the curve secp256k1 has been selected. As example, this is the same curve used in the signing operations of Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain and it is defined in Standards for Efficient Cryptography (SEC) [29] .
The plain text information to be sent is signed with the ECDSA private key, allocated in the GCS. This sign is generated using the ECDSA private key, the message to sign and a random number. The sign is sent with the rest of information. Once the packet is received, the UAV node can verify that the sign received correspond to that message because it knows the ECDSA public key from GCS and the curve used. When this step is confirmed, the command is executed. Otherwise, the packet is rejected and the GCS is informed of a possible cyber-attack. By this way, only in the GCS can be generated the ECDSA key pair. In the packet, it has been added a nonce to avoid the possibility of a replay attack.
B. RSA encryption
RSA public key is used to encrypt the packet signed through math operations with the message to cipher. The algorithm is based on the factorization of the product of two large prime numbers. Just the private key owner can decrypt the message and read it. Thus, only the UAV will generate the RSA key pair. This key pair is generated usign the openssl software again. The public key is based on two large prime numbers, which form part of the private key. GCS encrypts data using UAV public key and sends it to the UAV. When it arrives, it is decrypted with the private key allocated in the onboard platform. The math operations applied with the RSA private key let recover the original message. NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) recommends an RSA key length of 2048 bits. This specification is not a problem for the Raspberry Pi as HLC in computation terms because generally there are not multiple transmissions per second of commands in an autonomous flight of UAV. The messages to be decrypted are calls to ROS services (i.e. execute a take off or go to waypoint) processed when they are received.
SECTION V. EXPERIMENTS
This section is focused on the demonstration and validation of the solution proposed in Section IV. First, it is presented a detailed description of the system used to accomplish the experiments, including both the software and the hardware. Second, two situations in which an Intruder acts maliciously, are presented and described to remark the vulnerabilities of a system that does not include a security system in their communications. Finally, the results of using the ECIES-based security method proposed in this paper are presented. Complete videos of the experiments can be consulted in 2 .
A. System description
The flight tests have been carried out with a DJI F550 hexarotor frame, mounting DJI 2312E rotors, DJI 9x4.5inc propellers and a 4S 5300 LiPo battery for the propulsive system ( Figure 11) . The autopilot is a Pixhawk [30] running PX4 flight stack (v1.8.0) and the HLC is a Raspberry Pi, with Ubuntu Mate 16.04 as Operative System. The GCS is a common laptop which also runs Ubuntu 16.04 and has the function of monitoring and remotely control de high level task of the platform during an autonomous operation. Both the GCS and HLC use ROS Kinetic as ros version. In contrast, the Intruder uses Ubuntu 18.04 and ROS Melodic to show that the vulnerability does not depend on a specific version but it is a regular behaviour own of ROS. UAL (v2.2) 2. https://hdvirtual.us.es/discovirt/index.php/s/24K5Qpm9SaLnwF5 is used to establish the communication with the autopilot in the Raspberry Pi. The Intruder will work in other computer far away from the sight of the GCS operator. The architecture implemented follows the one presented previously in Figure 9 . Moreover, as it has been commented in Section III, and has shown in Figure 12 , before real flights Gazebo has been used as a simulation environment by PX4 running in SITL. 
B. Exploited cases
During the experiments it has been applied the same steps than in simulation in Figure 5 to know the information of the master and get access to topics and services.
1) Hijacking. Once the Intruder access to the topics and services, it can monitor the UAV and hijack it during a trajectory commanding a new waypoint non controlled by the GCS. In this case, the Intruder also commands a land maneuver when the platform is out of the control of the pilot and the GCS.
As it shows in Figure 13 , the GCS commanded initially a waypoint but during the operation the Intruder not only is able to take the control of the UAV, but also sent a new waypoint to divert the original trajectory followed by a land maneuver. The Figure 13 shows a sequence of the experiment where the green line is the path to the waypoint sent by the GCS and the red line is the path to the waypoint of the Intruder. The Figure 15 shows the last part of the experiment where the Intruder execute a landing operation when UAV arrives to the waypoint.
2) Crash. One of the most extreme situation of hijacking will be if instead of commanding waypoints or a landing maneuver the Intruder marks as objective a place where the UAV crashes against a surface or a person. In the real flight test the UAV was commanded to impact with a obstacle during a hover state. In this case it was the security net of an outdoor flight field ( Figure 16 ). The result is shown in Figure 17 .
In Figure 18 , the behaviour of the autopilot IMU gyroscope has been represented at the bottom of the figure while in the top is showed the transmitter log. The space highlighted is the offboard mode, where the UAV is flying completely autonomous through external references of the GCS or the Intruder. At the end of this graph, the gyroscope registers a great disturbance which corresponds with the Figure 19 is presented the path followed by the UAV until it crashes against the net.
C. Implemented solution
To verify that the proposed solution is valid, it has been implemented in a new ROS service to execute a secure landing operation. In this case, the Intruder can still access to the information and monitor the UAV. Nevertheless, if it tries to manage the platform, the system rejects their requests of Figure 19 . Log from sensor in impact time commanding the UAV because thanks to the security system implemented, it is not recognized as an authorized UAV manager. This reject response can be observed in Figure  20 . This experiment has considered even that the Intruder knows the security mechanism used in the communications and it generates it own key-pairs (ECDSA and RSA). Although the message could be correctly signed, it has not been signed with the GCS private key. Thus, the check with the GCS public key results in error responding with a False, as it shows in Figure 21 . Figure 21 . Intruder gets a fail in the try of command the UAV SECTION VI. CONCLUSIONS This paper has been briefly reviewed the current security systems implemented in UAVs and it has analyzed one of the most common vulnerabilities proposing a method to solve it. This security method aims to protect the managing of the UAV from possible intruders attacks and guarantees that the message received comes from the authorized GCS.
The solution proposed has been demonstrated in real flights experiments along the Section V. It has been designed to reject any packet or modified replay packet sent by a Intruder with a verification step. By this way, it is possible to send a secure message point to point in an insecure environment as ROS.
Thus, the solution proposed based on the ECIES curves has been shown as a feasible technique to increase the security in the communication systems which use ROS, without losing the versatility and easiness provided by the ROS environment.
A potential improvement of this work consist of adding more than one public key in the HLC to be prepared in case of the GCS fails or it results attacked. Although in this paper is demonstrated the secure use of this implementation, to have any other backup GCS (with its own key pairs) is highly recommendable.
This method would be used in multi-UAV communications too, both for different commands for each UAV and for a multicasting communication. As the communication system is ROS, the security implemented in this paper is independent of the way that the messages arrive to the UAVs.
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